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• Computer vision: 
 

• A field that includes methods for acquiring, processing, 
analyzing, and understanding images in order to produce 
numerical or symbolic information. 

 

• Common applications: scene reconstruction, navigation, 
visual surveillance, object detection, recognition and 
tracking, human-computer interaction, automatic 
inspection 

Motivation 



Scientific visualization: 

• A field which aims to provide renderings of volumes and 
surfaces, including those that are time-dependent, to 
graphically illustrate scientific data for its understanding. 

Motivation 

Christoph Garth, Han Krishnan, Xavier Tricoche, Tom Tricoche, Kenneth I. Joy, "Generation of Accurate Integral Surfaces in Time-Dependent Vector 
Fields," IEEE Transactions on Visualization and Computer Graphics, vol. 14, no. 6, pp. 1404-1411, November/December, 2008. 

Flow about a BMW mirror 
can be seen through the 
use of transparent integral 
surfaces, surfaces that 
follow the flow through 
time 



• Many computer vision methods are based on mathematical optimization of initial 
parameter estimates to achieve accurate results 

• Bundle adjustment non-linear optimization [1] in 3D scene reconstruction 

 

• Little interest has been given as to how individual values and patterns in parameter space 
affect the total cost 

 

• The main objective of our work is to introduce scientific visualization techniques to the 
computer vision community: 

• Allows to determine patterns in the data, which aids in developing better algorithms 

• Allows for unique visually-aided numerical exploration of the solution space in a number 
of applications 

• As a very useful educational and algorithm design/test tool 

 

• Most of our work so far has been focused on such an analysis applied to the multi-view 
reconstruction of scenes [2,3] 

Motivation 



• Current work has focused on: 

 

• Visualization of scene structure uncertainty 

 

• Feature tracking summaries 

 

• Covariance analysis (very initial) 

Motivation 



Multi-view scene reconstruction process: from images to point cloud 
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Bundle 
adjustment 

optimization 
[1] 

Dinosaur dataset images from [4]. 

Visualization of Scene Structure Uncertainty 

Input images 

Feature tracking [5] 

Epipolar geometry [2] 

Pose estimation [2] 
Triangulation [2] 



Scene reconstruction pipeline: 
 

• Feature tracking 
 

• Epipolar geometry and 
camera calibration 
 

• Structure computation 
 

• Bundle adjustment 
 

Warped input images 

   Occlusions        Repetitive patterns                       Texture-less regions 

      

Motivation Visualization of Scene Structure Uncertainty 



Quasi-dense reconstruction of an aerial scene, 175866 points 

Camera positions are rendered as blue dots 

Visualization of Scene Structure Uncertainty 



• We seek to investigate which factors affect the quality of 
multi-view scene reconstruction, in ways that are more visual 
and less mathematical than those of the current literature.  

 

• To do so, we perform an analysis of scene structure 
uncertainty and its sensitivity to different multi-view scene 
reconstruction parameters, by borrowing techniques from 
scientific visualization.    

 

• We have created a tool based on scalar field volume 
rendering [6], which provides visual and numerical insight into 
structural uncertainty for a given 3D point cloud position, by 
analyzing the likelihood of positional error in its near vicinity. 

Visualization of Scene Structure Uncertainty 



 
Scalar field volume rendering [6] 
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Visualization of Scene Structure Uncertainty 



… 

Visualization of Scene Structure Uncertainty 



Visualization of Scene Structure Uncertainty 

Sample input images 

Point cloud scene 
reconstruction and estimated 
camera positions (blue dots) 

Bounding box (green) for 
analyzed position in the 

point cloud (red dot) 

Computed scalar field in 
the bounding box (red = 

lower uncertainty) 

Isosurface 

Shawn Recker, Mauricio Hess-Flores, Mark A. Duchaineau, Kenneth I. Joy, "Visualization of Scene Structure Uncertainty in a Multi-View Reconstruction 
Pipeline", in "Vision, Modeling and Visualization Workshop (VMV 2012)", pp 183--190, 2012. 

Shawn Recker, Mauricio Hess-Flores, Mark A. Duchaineau, Kenneth I. Joy,  "Visualization of Scene Structure Uncertainty in Multi-View Reconstruction",  
in "Applied Imagery Pattern Recognition (AIPR) Workshop", 2012. 



Visualization of Scene Structure Uncertainty 

Inputs: camera projection matrices                      
              feature tracks 
              scene structure 

Output: statistical, visual, and isosurface information 



• Uncertainty: 

 
• Arises from error accumulation in the stages leading up to structure 

computation, such as frame decimation, feature tracking, and 
camera-calibration, where larger regions of low uncertainty, and 
hence larger isosurfaces, indicate robustness of the computed 
structure. 

 

• Sensitivity: 

 
• Defined as the change in scalar field values as a specific 

reconstruction parameter’s value changes. 

Visualization of Scene Structure Uncertainty 

S. Recker, M. Hess-Flores, M. A. Duchaineau, and K. I. Joy, “Visualization of Scene Structure Uncertainty in a Multi-View Reconstruction  
Pipeline,” in Proceedings of the Vision, Modeling, and Visualization Workshop, 2012, pp. 183–190. 



Visualization of Scene Structure Uncertainty 

Tested camera configurations 

Circle Semi-circle 

Line Random 



Frame decimation [8] simulation – circle configuration 

30 cameras 15 cameras 10 cameras 

8 cameras 4 cameras 2 cameras 

Visualization of Scene Structure Uncertainty 

Isovalue = 0.05  



Feature tracking error simulation - scalar field values 
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Feature Tracking Error 

Average value vs feature tracking error 
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Feature Tracking Error 

Isosurface volume vs feature tracking 
error 
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Visualization of Scene Structure Uncertainty 

Isovalue = 0.05  
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Feature tracking summaries 

• Feature track: 
• A feature track is a set of pixel positions representing a scene point 

tracked over a set of images. 

 

• Feature track summary: 
• Created by stacking frames vertically and observing the ‘path’ taken by 

a track, which we call tracklines. 

• Reconstruction parameter values can be encoded along the trackline, 
for example individual reprojection errors at each track position.  

• This provides insight into track degeneration patterns over time, as 
well as information about highly inaccurate individual track positions, 
all of which adversely affect subsequent camera pose estimation and 
structure computation.  

 



Feature tracking summaries 

Creation of a trackline for a feature track summary 



Feature track summary for the Dinosaur dataset. Each individual track 
represents the evolution over time, from top to bottom, of a given feature  
track’s pixel position at each image of a sequential image stream.  
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Before bundle adjustment optimization After bundle adjustment optimization 

Feature tracking summaries 



Scalar field with our cost function (left) vs. Beder’s 
reconstruction uncertainty ellipsoid roundness [9] (right)  22 

Covariance analysis 



• General idea of applying scientific visualization as a strong tool for 
computer vision research and analysis. 
 

• Our framework, when used in tools with user interaction, allow for 
a visual uncertainty and sensitivity analysis, as opposed to purely 
numerical-based traditional methods. 
 

• Visualization of patterns in parameter estimates helps shed light 
into performance analysis for the underlying estimation algorithms. 
 

• Initial results: 
• Multi-view scene structure uncertainty 
• Feature tracking summaries 

 

• We are very excited about many other possibilities stemming from 
this framework! 
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Conclusions and future work 



Our method is 150x faster than standard linear triangulation with long feature tracks, and 
is up to four orders of magnitude faster than optimal methods.    

Feature track length versus computation time Sample reconstructions 

Standard 
linear 

triangulation 

Our chosen 
triangulator 

Conclusions and future work 

Shawn Recker, Mauricio Hess-Flores, Kenneth I. Joy, "Statistical Angular Error-Based Triangulation for Efficient and Accurate Multi-View Scene  Reconstruction", 
in "Workshop on the Applications of Computer Vision (WACV)", 2013. 

Our framework has directly let us design a state-of-the-art triangulation algorithm. 



• Next steps and other applications we are targeting: 
 

• Further work on visualization of covariance matrix 
information  

 

• Scalar field summaries for bundle adjustment optimization 
and other optimization cost functions 
 

• Video processing 
• Object tracking results summaries for performance analysis 
• Video content summaries 

 

Conclusions and future work 
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